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MumbaiMirror 29The potential for extreme cruelty, or the opposite, lies within every
human being, whatever nationality, ethnicity, rank or religion

— Danish director Lars von Trier, in an apology for joking aboutHitler after he was expelled from the Cannes Film Festival
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ITBP men deserve extra pay  
This refers to ‘Stunned govt refuses to
pay 10 crore for Qasab’ (MM, May 24).
The Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP) is
fully justified in sending the bill to the
State Home Department for guarding
Pakistani terrorist Qasab.

The force, which provides 24X7 secu-
rity, has long been taken for granted. Its
personnel should be paid extra for not
dropping guard despite difficult working
hours.

— Raju Iyer

Feng Shui-malaria link absurd
This refers to ‘Feng Shui leads to wealth
and (BMC says) malaria’ (MM, May 24).
The civic body’s claim that Feng Shui
symbols in homes lead to malaria is
absurd. Lakhs of people believe in Feng
Shui and keep articles associated with it
in their homes. How many houses has
the BMC surveyed? 

— Gayatri Shah 

Where are zebra crossings?  
This refers to ‘Mind where you cross, or
pay up’(MM, May 24). The decision to
impose a fine on pedestrians who don’t
use zebra crossings is a good move. How-
ever, JCP (traffic) Vivek Phanslakar
should first show us zebra crossings on
Mumbai’s roads.

The white stripes are either poorly
marked or simply not there. I can ac-
company the senior cop to south Mum-
bai and point out spots where zebra
crossings are missing. The traffic depart-
ment should first ensure that all roads
have the stripes and then think about
penalising people.

— Mukesh Bhatia

CBI must book PMO officials, too  
This refers to ‘No bail for 2G top guns’
(MM, May 24). Officials of Prime Minis-
ter’s Office (PMO) should be made co-ac-
cused in the case for not taking any ac-
tion against those behind the spectrum
scam to protect political interests of the
Congress.

I hope the judiciary, which is closely
monitoring the probe into the 2G scam,
shows the same resolve while dealing
with other cases that involve politicians,
babus and corporate bigwigs.

— Mahesh Thakker

Pak ploy to distract the US? 
This refers to ‘Is Mullah Omar dead? No,
says the Taliban’ (MM, May 24). It seems
the Pakistani military establishment has
generated the news of the Taliban
leader’s death to distract the US, which
may have planned another Abbottabad-
type raid to get Omar and other terror-
ists hiding in Pakistan. General Ashfaq
Parvez Kayani does not want US forces
to sneak into the country again and
leave him red-faced. 

— V S Kaushik

Will Tiger come out of the woods?  
This refers to ‘Another low for Woods’ 
(MM, May 24). Tiger Woods has not
been the same on the green ever since
his transgressions became public. He
took a break from golf and tried to save
his marriage. That didn’t work. His cur-
rent ranking of 12 makes one wonder if
he will ever return to the top and domi-
nate the game again.

— Vinay Shastri
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JUSTLIKETHAT AJIT NINAN

One drama free with every romance

Bollywood’s ownsuperheroes
This refers to Raja
Sen’s column ‘How
much can a direc-
tor do?’ (MM, May
18). I disagree that
multi-tasking direc-
tors is bad news for
Bollywood and
highlights the
dearth of talent in
the industry. On the
contrary, it is great
news. Now we can
boast of, even
though rather opti-
mistically, our own
Woody Allens,
Quentin Tarantinos
and Robert
Rodriguezs. 

If Anurag
Kashyap, Anurag
Basu and and Amole
Gupte multi-task
and do a good job
too, it shows their
brilliance. It also
gives film buffs like
me a hope that
some day a
Bollywood film will
win a national
award for brilliant
acting, direction,
cinematography,
screenplay or all of
them, and not just
its performance at
the box office or the
name of its lead
actor or a sassy
item number. 

– Shweta Korde

Subhash Ghai might just have
cracked the code.
The man with the hat,
unashamedly doffing it during
his own oft-derided appearances

in his films, has always been a bit of a
trendsetter. He cornered the market on
the multistarrer, riffed through the
cheesiest of the 80s with a verve that
was, at its peak, impossible to replicate,
and he was the first to try and package
cinema purely for the NRIs, before, that
is, Karan Johar came along and did the
same thing only with the requisite over-
dose of flash. The shinier, glossier films
of the younger director worked while
Ghai, too blatant with his product-
placement aspirations, was left behind
to play catch-up in a subgenre – the
firang-backdrop love story with the NRI
extended clan – that he pioneered.

Currently lapping up praise for pro-
ducing Rituparno Ghosh’s warmly
applauded Tagore adaptation Nouka
Dubi, Ghai might just have hit upon an
idea so simple it could spark off a revo-
lution. Having produced two smaller-
budget films with new directors and a
roster of fresh talent in the lead roles,
Ghai’s releasing them together on June
10, and is giving you one free with the
other.

It is a fiendishly basic idea, one guar-
anteed to strike a chord with the college
crowd, families out to explore movies on
the weekend, and casual viewers intim-
idated by multiplex prices. And, let’s face
it, all our wallets are feeling the burn. A
friend yesterday confessed that she
wanted to watch Kung Fu Panda 2, sure,
but would wait for it to come to DVD
while she went for the Hangover sequel
instead. We have to pick and choose our
cinematic outings because, with multi-
plexes springing up and usurping cheap-
er (and gloriously larger) friendly-neigh-
bourhood single-screen options, it costs
less to buy a 3-disc box set than take a
date to a movie.

I don’t know much about the two

films themselves – Love Express, set on a
train, features Om Puri smothered by
bickering and coochie-cooing couples;
Cycle Kick, set in a coastal village, looks
moody and pretty – but both seem dif-
ferent enough to provoke basic curiosi-
ty. And if even one of the two films gets
warm reviews or half-decent word of
mouth, the other one benefits and it’s a
jackpot all around. The idea is that if you
buy a Love Express ticket, it will double
up as a Cycle Kick ticket valid for the next
7 days, and vice versa. 

It would be heartening to see this
novel idea click, merely because success
here will encourage not just producers
but exhibitors to take a chance on small-
er films. Producers working on multiple
projects can offer freebie smaller films to
go with their bigger ones to keep the-
ater-owners happy, while foreign studios
can bring in, say, more acclaimed art-
house fare during the Oscar season.
Theatres themselves can, as I’ve recom-
mended before in this very column, run
Movie-Weeks and sell tickets valid for 2-

3 films over a week. Double-bills will
keep theatres fuller, audiences happier,
and perhaps help us inch back toward a
simpler time when a film had more than
72 hours to prove itself a hit or a flop. 

We’d all also resent films a lot lesser
when paying half-price. We’d experi-
ment more with newer, stranger looking
films, hopefully eschewing some starry
ones to give quirky new fare a shot. And
this is a time when our quirkiest fare is
just beginning to emerge, and needs all
the eyeballs it can get, even if they come
by riding the coattails of some overpub-
licised monstrosity. And it’ll often work
the other way around, too. The only
thing you can be sure of with tag-teams
– as the late great Randy Savage showed
us when he teamed up with the
Ultimate Warrior – is sheer unpre-
dictability.

It sounds smashing, and the thing
about Happy Hours is that you invari-
ably end up drinking a lot more. Here,
then, is to much cinematic glugging. 

Hic.

How the most basic retail concept could change our moviegoing habit

I f you think our Lok Sabha arguments are
heated, sample this. During a recent debate
at the Ukrainian parliament in Kiev, vice

speaker Adam Martynyuk refused to allow a law-
maker Oleg Lyashko to make a speech on pro-
cedural grounds. This apparently irked the politi-
cian so much he responded by calling
Martynyuk a "Pharisee".

Now, while we don't know exactly what that
means (it's something to do with being uptight
and Jewish) it's safe to say it didn't go down
well... because it prompted Martynyuk to take
matters (and Lyashko's throat) into his own
hands.

The vice speaker jumped up from his seat
and lunged at the politician, grabbed his neck
and proceeded to choke/wrestle him to the

ground. It's certainly
more effective than a
cry of "Order, order!"
Several other politi-
cians then ran over to
separate the brawlers.
In no time, the parlia-
ment resumed its nor-
mal proceedings as if
nothing happened. 

Even more incredibly, Lyashko returned a
short time later to give his speech, directing
much of his anger at the vice speaker, who
couldn’t resist a chuckle.

The clip has become an internet sensation
with thousands of people poking fun at the two
officials. 

DIARY
Parliamentary gag order Ukrainian style
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Will the debutant directors of Love Express
and Cycle Kick benefit from piggybacking
on each other?


